Praj and Dedini join hands in Brazil

Pune, August 12, 2019

Praj Industries has announced that it has entered into a Cooperation Agreement with Dedini S/A Indústrias de Base to provide ethanol production technologies to the Brazilian market.

This paves the way for Dedini to market Praj’s novel technology solutions to set up ethanol production facilities using grain-based feedstock and modernize existing ethanol plants in Brazil. Praj’s scope includes technology license engineering and supply of critical equipment, whereas Dedini bears responsibility for manufacturing equipment, site supervision, customer assistance and logistics.

Praj Industries is a leading global process solutions company, driven by innovation and integration capabilities, offering solutions to add significant value to bio-energy facilities, Critical process equipment & skids, brewery plants, industrial wastewater treatment systems and HiPurity water systems. Brazil based Dedini is an engineering major and market leader in the supply of alcohol distillation plants, among other lines of products and services.

“We look forward to a mutually rewarding association with Dedini,” says Shishir Joshipura, CEO and MD at Praj. “Praj is confident that its pioneering technology backed by world-class research and development will support the Brazilian government’s mandate for ethanol blending and reduce GHG emissions” he added.

This joint endeavor will ensure a consistent, customized approach and the latest technologies while responding to market requirements. Customers in Brazil will benefit from competitive pricing, single window responsibility and local availability of after-sales service.

With its wide connect and strong market reach, Dedini brings to the partnership its manufacturing and execution capabilities in the region. Praj’s expertise includes standalone and flexible molasses to ethanol, corn to ethanol plants of varied capacity, higher stillage concentration, zero liquid discharge, biogas/ bio CNG and 1.5G corn fiber to ethanol technologies along with modernization solutions.

Giuliano Dedini Ometto Duarte, Director President at Dedini says, “We are proud of this association with Praj Industries as it represents the agreement of two globally recognized companies, bringing to the market proven technologies, competitiveness and customization for our clients.”
Praj Industries Limited:

Praj is a global process solutions company driven by innovation and integration capabilities, offers solutions to add significant value to bio-energy facilities, Compressed biogas plants, critical process equipment & skids, brewery plants, Industrial wastewater treatment systems and HiPurity water systems. Over the past 3 decades, Praj has focused on environment, energy and agri process led applications. Praj has been a trusted partner for process engineering, plant & critical equipment and systems with over 750 references across 75 countries. Solutions offered by Praj are backed by its state-of-the-art R&D Centre called Matrix. Led by an accomplished and caring leadership, Praj is a socially responsible corporate citizen. Praj is listed on the Bombay and National Stock Exchanges of India.

For more information, visit www.praj.net.

Dedini S/A Industrias de Base:

Dedini, a global engineering and manufacturing company offering solutions for several markets such as Sugar, Ethanol and Energy, Breweries, Food, Mining, Petrochemical, etc. Founded in 1920 has participated significantly in the supply of equipment of infra-structures for several industries in Brazil and abroad has developed own technologies. Dedini counts with 1700 employees and 5 workshops updated to the latest demands of the market, to attend the environmental legislation requirements and social expectations.

For more information, visit https://www.dedini.com.br/.
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Note: Some of the statements made in the release could be forward-looking in nature. Such forward-looking statements remain subject to risks and contingencies particularly concerning but not limited to governmental policies, economic developments and technological factors. This may cause actual performance to differ materially from that observed through the relevant forward-looking statement. Praj Industries will not in any way be responsible for action taken based on such forward-looking statements and undertakes no commitment to update these forward-looking statements publicly, to reflect changed realities.